At AIChE, we know that graduating with a Chemical Engineering degree is no small feat. That is why AIChE is dedicated to helping you be the best you can be, at every stage of your career as a professional Chemical Engineer.

In keeping with this commitment, AIChE is excited to announce that the AIChE Board of Directors is gifting recently-graduated AIChE student members with their first year of Young Professional (YP) membership at no charge. We hope that you will take advantage of all the AIChE benefits for Young Professional members and continue to belong to something bigger. Bigger ideas. Bigger networks. Bigger paths for career advancement. Belong to AIChE, the global home of chemical engineers.

### Young Professional Membership Benefits at a Glance

As you begin your career, continue to access a vast array of technical information, educational opportunities and career tools developed for your professional growth. The many benefits of belonging to this chemical engineering community include:

- Technical information in the form of webinar bundles, CEP article bundles and conference proceedings tailored for First Year Professionals
- Opportunities to expand your network by joining a Division or Forum in your specialty area, your Local Section and the Young Professionals Committee
- Members only rates to attend AIChE conferences
- AIChE career resources and online leadership trainings
- Keeping up to date on new developments in the chemical engineering profession through CEP magazine, and via AIChExchange, the AIChE YP Newsletter and Smart-Brief electronic newsletters
- Belonging to the supportive global network of 60,000+ members

### AIChe Young Professionals Committee Volunteer Opportunities

Volunteer with the AIChE Young Professionals Committee through its various subcommittees focusing on:

- Publications
- YP Retention & Recruitment
- Conference Programming
- Local Sections
- AIChE’s Beer Brewing Competition

Contact YPC’s leadership at ypc@aiche.org or go to www.aiche.org/volunteer and begin volunteering today!